304	NOTES ON CHAPTER IX
22nd Gurry from Sunrise the Moon left that Nachuttur." The
same principle as in the previous rule is here involved ; but the
constants should be different.
 (c)	In § 85 certain names are allotted to the days and nights
of the week, but most of these names are unrecognisable.   In
§ 85 (a) is a rule for determining which of these names is that of
the dominant of the day or night.    The rule may be expressed by
2M + T +£>===# mod 7,1 where M is the  month counted from
Chaitra, T is the " age of the Moon/' and D is the number of the
day of the week.   For Chaitra loth Wednesday Marshall gets
2xi + (io + i5)+4==3 mody.2    This gives the dominant of the
day, but for night time the month is to be counted from Bhadra-
pada.
 (d)	A rule to determine the planet ruling the nakshatra is given
in § 39, but it is obviously defective, even according to Marshall's
standard.   As far as understood it can be expressed by
qS+D^x mod 9,
where S is the distance in signs between the natal sign and the
sign of the Moon, D the day of the week, and 9 is the number of
planets in the following order : Q, ([, $, $, 2|, ?, h> 8 , 8 .
(e)	In §§ 34 and 75 is the following rule,
where Sn is the natal house (sign), and S^ is the house (sign) of
the planet. According as x =o, i or 2 the influence of the planet
is modified.3
(/) In §68 we have £ + 9 + £>==# mod 6, where 5 is "the
shadow " expressed in feet, and D is the number of days since
full Moon. If x be odd then the man on the right will be
victorious. See also § 97.
1	The Kalaprakasika  gives  a similar rule,  namely,   " Count the
nakshatras from the Janma nakshatra (i.e. the Moon's nakshatra at
birth) to the ruling nakshatra of the day, and add the number denoted
by the ruling tithi, and also that denoted by the day of the week, and
the number of the rising sign counted from Aries ; and divide the total
by eight."
2	Presumably the 15 is added because T is counted from full moon
instead of new moon.
3	Similar rules are given in ch. xxxix. of the Kalaprakasika.

